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Author Kerry McDonald Reveals Humanity Is Ready for Al-

ien Contact in New Sci-Fi Thriller 
A thrilling adaptation of the literary classic, Green Mansions 

 
JAMUL, CA (January 2021)—Set under the lush 

canopy of a Central American jungle, author 

Kerry McDonald’s new sci-fi thriller, The 

Green Cathedral, follows a corrupt DEA agent 

and his transformative relationship with an oth-

erworldly being. Inspired by the literary classic, 

Green Mansions, by W.H. Hudson, this reimag-

ining is supercharged with action and romance in 

McDonald’s visually arresting style. 

Today, people are no longer embarrassed or 

ashamed about believing in the extraterrestrial. 

Leaders around the world agree that Earth has 

been visited by aliens. The Pentagon even runs a 

top secret $22 million UFO Task Force. Re-

cently, Haim Eshed, former head of Israel’s De-

fense Ministry space directorate, made headlines 

claiming to be in communication with a UFO. 

“The Unidentified Flying Objects have asked not 

to publish that they are here—humanity is not 

ready yet,” Eshed says. Kerry McDonald thinks 

we are.  

The Green Cathedral opens with a crash land-

ing of an alien spacecraft in the stunning rainfor-

est of Costa Rica. According to the New York Times, the United States Air Force investigated 
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more than 12,000 UFO sightings between 1947 and 1969, and 701 of those remain unexplained. 

McDonald explores an unexplainable UFO phenomenon, and introduces a beautiful alien woman 

who has developed a deep connection with nature. In a world immersed in crime and violence, 

nature offers the only escape. Can the extraterrestrials be here to remind humanity what it has? 

As a DEA agent caught in an unwinnable drug war, Abel has spent his life with the ugliest side 

of humanity. It’s no wonder he’s given in to corruption, bribery, and an illegal side hustle that 

has him on the run from some of the most dangerous men in South America. Then, he stumbles 

upon an abandoned alien girl who has made a home under the green canopy of the deepest part 

of the jungle. Her space craft crash-landed a decade ago; his life crashed and burned well before 

that.  

But as this unlikely pair grow closer, Abel will realize that his dark past has tracked him down 

and threatens to destroy the very beauty he has fallen in love with. 

Kerry McDonald delivers action, romance, and medicinal nature in The Green Cathedral. 

McDonald gives us hope to believe in love at first sight, and that nature has the ability to heal 

lost souls, even in the depths of the cartel. 

If you liked Narcos and Avatar, you’ll love this book. 

“Non-stop action . . . a real flight and fight to the finish. Absolutely worth a read.”  

–Screencraft 

 

Kerry McDonald is an all-American gymnast and life-long adrenaline junkie who thrives on 

rock climbing, base jumping, paragliding, yoga, meditation, lucid dreaming, and survival-fo-

cused getaways. An expert marksman with both rifle and pistol, Kerry enjoys writing action-ad-

venture stories that provide an adrenaline rush to the reader equivalent to the excitement of real 

life when lived to the absolute fullest. 

 

Originally founded in 2006 with a focus on poetry, Level 4 Press has won nine literary gold med-

als and 24 finalist awards, including Forward Magazine Audiobook of the Year; Poetry Founda-

tion Best Verse Drama; Bill Fisher Award for Best New Fiction; USA Book News Best Audio-

book; Indie Excellence Awards for Best Poetry and Best Current Events Book; and Forward 

Magazine Book of the Year finalist. 

 
If you would like more information or to interview Kerry McDonald, please contact Alyssia Gonzalez at alys-

sia@level4press.com.  
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